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Abstract 
In a previous paper the last two authors introduced a condition which gave an elementwise 
characterization of subintegrality for an extension A G B of commutative Q-algebras. In the 
present paper we show that the same condition gives an elementwise characterization of weak 
subintegrality for an extension A E B of arbitrary commutative rings. We also give a new 
characterization of weakly subintegral elements in which the “coefficients” lie in A rather 
than B. 
1. Introduction 
In [S] Swan defined an extension A E B of commutative rings to be subintegral if 
B is integral over A and the induced map Spec(B) + Spec(A) is a bijection and induces 
isomorphisms on residue field extensions. Similarly, in [6] Yanagihara defined an 
extension A s B of commutative rings to be weakly subintegral if B is integral over 
A and if the induced map Spec(B) -+ Spec(A) is a bijection and makes the residue field 
extensions purely inseparabIe. It is clear from these definitions that the notions of 
subintegrality and weak subintegrality coincide for extensions of Q-algebras. The 
remarks in the next paragraph can be found in [S] or [6]. 
Given an extension A c B of arbitrary commutative rings, there is a largest 
extension ;A of A in B such that A s iA is subintegral, and a largest extension 
:A such that A c f A is weakly subintegral. The extensions Bf A and f A are respective- 
ly called the seminormalization and weak normalization of A in B. An extension 
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A E A[b] of commutative rings is called elementary subintegral if b2, b3 E A. The 
extension A E A[b] is called elementary weakly subintegral if bq, qb E A for some 
positive prime 4. We have that iA is obtained from A as the union of all subrings of 
B that can be obtained from A by a finite sequence of elementary subintegral 
extensions, and :A is the union of all subrings of B that can be obtained from A by 
a finite sequence of elementary subintegral or elementary weakly subintegral exten- 
sions. (Both these unions are filtered in the sense that if Al and AZ have the property 
under consideration then there is a third ring A3 containing A1,A2 with the same 
property (A G Ai c B) so the union in question is in fact a ring.) If A E C G B then 
A G B is subintegral (respectively weakly subintegral) if and only if A G C and C E B 
are subintegral (respectively weakly subintegral). 
It is natural to make the following definition: 
1.1. Definition. Let A G B be an extension of commutative rings. Then: 
(1.1.1) b E B is subintegral over A if A c A [b] is subintegral. 
(1.1.2) b E B is weakly subintegral over A if A E A[b] is weakly subintegral. 
We then have that i A is the set of all elements of B which are subintegral over A, 
and ;A is the set of all elements of B which are weakly subintegral over A. If Q c A 
then (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) are equivalent and iA = ;A. If Q is not contained in A then we 
need not have ;A = ;A, as is shown by the example A = [FP[Xp] G lFp[X] = B, 
whereiA=AandiA=B. 
In [4, (4.17)] it was proved that if Q E A then (1.1.1) is equivalent o the following 
condition (which gives therefore an elementwise characterization of subintegrality for 
Q-algebras): 
Condition 1.2.1. There exists p E Z+, elements cl, . . . , cp E B, and N E N such that 
b” + EYE’=, (l)cibnei E A for n E N, n 2 N. 
Notational conventions: The set of positive (resp. nonnegative) integers is denoted 
by N (resp. Z’). For nEZ+, i E IV the binomial coefficient (1) is the integer 
n(n - l)...(n - i + 1) 
i! 
2 
so that (I) = 0 for 0 I n < i. By convention (;t) = 1 for n E Z+, and (l)b”-’ = 0 if 
0 I n < i. The expression b” + x1=1 (l)cibnei thus makes sense for all n E N. In 
conditions similar to Condition 1.2.1 p = 0 is always allowed unless explicitly stated 
otherwise, the empty sum CF= I ( . . . ) being interpreted as 0. 
Since the binomial coefficients (1) are integers, condition (1.2.1) makes sense for all 
commutative rings, and we prove (see Theorem B below) that this condition gives an 
elementwise characterization of weak subintegrability in general, i.e. for an extension 
A E B of arbitrary commutative rings (1.2.1) is equivalent o (1.1.2). 
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Several modified versions of condition (1.2.1) appeared in [2-41. These were shown 
to be equivalent o (1.2.1) in the case of Q-algebras, and turned out to be very useful in 
the study of subintegrality. These modified versions also make sense for all com- 
mutative rings, and we show in Theorem 2.1 that these continue to be equivalent o 
(1.2.1) in general. We now state these modified conditions as (1.2.* ). The letter “f” 
signifies that the condition is a finite version of the corresponding infinite condition. 
(p = 0 is allowed in each case.) 
Condition 1.2.lf. There exist elements cr, . . . , cp E B and N E N such that 
b” + CF=‘=, (Y)c~~“-~ E A for N I n I 2N + 2p - 1. 
Condition 1.2.2 (1.2.1 with N = 1). There exist elements cr, . . ,cP E B such that 
b” + I:=‘=, (r)cibnpi E A for n 2 1. 
Condition 1.2.2f (1.2.lf with N = 1). There exist elements cl, . . . , cp E B such that 
b” + Cy_‘=, (r)cib”-i E A for 1 2 n I 2~ + 1. 
Condition 1.2.3. There exist elements cr, . . . ,c,EBandNE~,sE~+,N2s+psuch 
that b” + xfEI (~)cib’-i-s E A for n 2 N. 
By Theorem B each of the conditions (1.2. *) gives an elementwise characterization 
of weak subintegrality (subintegrality for Q-algebras). We continue (as in [4]) to call 
the collection (b” + CFzI (l)cib”-i-s}, z N of (1.2.3) (or more formally, the tuple 
{s,p, N; 1, cl, . . . ,c,}) a system of subintegrality for b over A. (“System of weak 
subintegrality” seems a bit awkward.) The integer s was called the “exponent” of the 
system in [4]. 
We also find the following new condition (1.3) characterizing weak subinte- 
grality (subintegrality in the case of Q-algebras) in which the “coefficients” lie in 
A rather than B: 
Condition 1.3. There exist an integer p 2 0 and elements a,, . . . , uzp+ 1 E A such that 
b” + CyFI (-l)i(l)Uibn-i = 0 for p + 1 5 n 5 2~ + 1. 
Our main results are summarized in the following three theorems: 
Theorem A. Conditions (1.2. *) are mutually equivalent and each of these is equivalent to 
Condition 1.3. 
The equivalence of (1.2. *) is proved in Theorem 2.1 and their equivalence with 
Condition 1.3 is proved in Theorem 5.5. 
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Theorem B. Let A G B be an extension of arbitrary commutative rings and let b E B. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) b is weakly subintegral over A (as defined in (1.1.2)). 
(2) b satisfies any of the (equivalent) conditions of Theorem A. 
This is proved in Theorem 6.10. 
Theorem C. Let A E B be an extension of arbitrary commutative rings. Then g A is the 
set of all elements of B satisfying the equivalent conditions of Theorem B. In particular, 
A E B is weakly subintegral if and only if every element of B satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem B. 
This is proved in Theorem 6.11. 
In order to prove the above results we need to show that the elements of B satisfying 
the equivalent conditions (1.2.*) form a subring of B. In doing this and discussing 
other properties of such elements, it is helpful to have the following auxiliary 
definition: 
1.4. Definition. Let A E B be an extension of commutative rings. We say an element 
b of B is quasisubintegral over A if (1.2.1) holds. (Note that if Q G A then by [4, (4.17)] 
quasisubintegral is the same as subintegral.) 
The set of elements of B which are quasisubintegral over A will be denoted by A”. 
This will be shown in Theorem 3.4 to be a subring of B containing A and will be called 
the quasisubintegral c osure of A in B. Of course, A” depends on B, but B will always 
be clear from the context. 
2. Equivalence of conditions (1.2) 
In this section we show that for any extension A E B of commutative rings and 
b E B, conditions (1.2.*) are mutually equivalent. We are led also to a new characteri- 
zation (Corollary 2.3) of quasisubintegrality which is perhaps more intrinsic than 
Definition 1.4. 
2.1. Theorem. Let A G B be an extension of commutative rings and let b E B. Then the 
following jve conditions are equivalent (p = 0 is allowed in each case): 
(1.2.1) There exist elements cl, . . . ,c,EBandNE~suchthatb”+~~z’=,(~)cib”-iEA 
for n 2 N (i.e. b is quasisubintegral over A). 
(1.2.U) There exist elements cl,. . . , cp E B and N E N such that b” + CyzI (Y)c~~“-~ E A 
forN<n<2N+2p-1. 
(1.2.2.) There exist elements cl, . _. , cp E B such that b” + Cr= 1 (‘)cibnmi E A for n 2 1. 
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(1.2.2f) There exist elements c ~,...,c~EB such that b”+Cf=‘=, (:)cibneiE.4 for 
lIn12p+l. 
(1.2.3) There exist elements cl, . . . ,cp E B and N E N, s E Z+, N 2 s + p such that 
b” + Cr= 1 (~)Cib’-i-s E A for n 2 N. 
To prove the theorem we need to consider generic extensions of the type 
wJ”)n~Nl c ZCXI, .. . , xp,z], where N E N, xi,z are indeterminates and yn = 
Z" + If'=1 (T)xizn-! (By convention y. = 1.) We first note the following lemma which 
holds in this setup: 
2.2. Lemma. U{YA.~I = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Proof. It was shown in [2, (1.2)] that if i 2 2p then yi = I,“=, aj(i)y,_jyb+j where 
a = Li/2J, b = [i/21 (L 1, r 1 denoting respectively the largest integer I and 
smallest integer 2 ). The aj(i), which are a priori rational numbers, are in fact integers, 
as noted in [3, (1.5)(2)]. Applying these relations repeatedly we obtain that 
YiE~C{y,},...,,+2p~11 fori2N. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Clearly (1.2.2) a(1.2.1) a(1.2.3) (1.2.1) =(1.2.lf) and 
(1.2.2) *(1.2.2f). Given (1.2.lf) consider the generic extension R = Z’[{yn)nZN] z 
S = Z[Xl,. . . , xp, z] as above, and define a ring homomorphism cp :S -+ B by q(z) = b 
and Cp(xi) = ci (1 I i 5 p). Then ~(y,,) = b” + Cf=‘=, (y)cibnmi, and (1.2.1) follows from 
the above lemma. Taking N = 1 in this argument, we get the implication 
(1.2.2f) *(1.2.2). 
It suffices now to prove the implication (1.2.3) * (1.2.2). This will in general require 
changing p and the c’s. We will do this by looking at quasisubintegral elements in 
a new way. We work in this case with the generic extension modified to take into 
account the exponent s. Namely, we define y,, = z” + Cf=‘=, (~)x~z”-~-’ and take 
R = z[{~n)n 2 ~1. H ere we assume that N 2 s + p, so that R c S = Z[x,, . . , xp, z]. 
The element z satisfies (1.2.3) for the extension R c S. Let U be an indeterminate and 
let F(U,z) = 1 + CfE1 (Y)xiz-i-SE Q[x~, . . . ,xp, U,Z-'1, SO that F(O,z) = 1, 
yn = z”F(n, z) and F(n, z) E Z[xl, . . . , xp, z-‘1 for all n E N. The polynomial 
w(U) = 1 + Cy:i’ (-l)i(y) satisfies w(n) = 0 for 1 5 n I N - 1. Furthermore 
w(n) E Z for all n E N. Let G(U,z) = w(U)F(U,z) E Q[xl, . . ,xP, U,z-‘1. We have 
that G(n,z)EZ[xl,...,x,,z-‘1 for all nER4, and G(O,z)=l, so we can write 
G(U,z) = 1 + C$_l (y)yi for some p’ E N and yi E Z[xl, . . ..x~.z-~]. (The yi are 
determined recursively by setting U = 1,2, . . ) Since G(n, z) = 0 for 1 I n I N - 1, 
wehavey,=(-l)“forl<i<N-l.Forn>N,y,isofdegree is+p<ninz-‘. 
Thus we can write G(U, z) in the form G(U, z) = 1 + Cfl 1 (Y)dizC’ with di E 5. Finally 
we conclude that 6, := z”G(n, z) E R for all n E N, giving a new system of subintegrality 
for z over R with N replaced by 1 and with exponent 0. This proves the generic case. 
Now, we specialize to the given case. That is, given (1.2.3) we define a ring homomor- 
phism rp:S -+ B by q(z) = b and cp(x,) = ci. Then q(R) c A, and (~(6,) gives a new 
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system of subintegrality for b over A in which N and s have been replaced by 1 and 0, 
respectively. In other words, (1.2.2) holds. 0 
2.3. Corollary. Let A E B be an extension of commutative rings, and let b E B. Then 
b is quasisubintegral over A if and only if there exists a polynomial 
G(U,xI, . . . ,x~,z)EQ[x, ,..., xp,U,z-l],elementscI ,..., c,~BandN~kJsuchthat 
G(O,xI ,..., xr,z) = 1, G(n,xl, . . . , x,,z)~Z[x, ,..., x,,z-‘1 for all nE N, 
z”G(n,xI ,..., x,,z)EZ[xl ,..., xr,z] for all n 2 N, and b”G(n,c,, . . . , cp, b) E A for all 
n 2 N. 
Proof. Suppose that such a G exists. Because G(O,xi, . . . ,xP,z) = 1 and 
G(n,xi, . . . . x,,z) E zcx1, . . ..xp.z - ‘1 for all n E N we can write G in the form 
G = 1 +Ci=i (7)~~ with yiE Z[X~,...,X~,Z-~]. We can rewrite G in the form 
G = 1 + CT=, (y)yIz-’ with yf E Z[xi, ._.,x~,z,z-~] and finally G = 1 + 
XI=1 (r/)z~z-i-c for some c E Z+, zi E Z[xi, . . . ,xP,z]. Then {b” + 
c;= 1 (l)zXc1, . . ., cp, b)b”-i-c) (n 2 max(N,c + r)) is a system of subintegrality for 
b over A in the sense of (1.2.3) and b is quasisubintegral over A. Conversely, given 
a system of subintegrality b” + I:= 1 (l)cib”-i as in (1.2.2) take G = 1 + If= i ( y)XiZ-i, 
N=l. l-J 
3. The quasisubintegral e ements form a ring 
In this section we show that the sum and product of quasisubintegral elements are 
quasisubintegral. 
In the ring B[[T]] define a “multiplication” * by setting T”‘* T” = (mzn)Tm+“, 
and then extending by bilinearity and completion to f * g for all f, g E B [ CT]]. Then 
B[ [T]] with the usual addition and * as multiplication is a commutative ring (in fact, 
a “divided power algebra”). If f = xi ~ ,, CiT i and g = xi ~ 0 di T i, then the coefficient 
of T” in f *g is 
(3.1) ” ‘: 
+ 
cid,_i. 
i=lJ z 
For b E B, define Exp(b) E B[[T]] by Exp(b) = xi, 0 biTi. Then from (3.1) it follows 
that 
(3.2) Exp (a + b) = Exp (a) * Exp (b) 
We use Exp in place of the exponential that was used in [4]. Now, let f = Exp (b) and 
9 = c;=‘=o CiT’ E B[T] (with co = 1). Then it follows from (3.1) that the coefficient of 
T” in g * Exp (b) is b” + Cj’= 1 (l)cibnpi. Therefore using Condition 1.2.2 we get 
(3.3) 
b E B is quasisubintegral over A if and only if there exists a polynomial 
g(T)EB[T] such that g(O)= 1 andg*Exp(b)EA[[T]]. 
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Now, suppose that a,b E B are both quasisubintegral over A. Then by (3.3) there 
exist g,h E B[r] such that g(0) =/r(O) = 1, g*Exp(a)EA[[T]] and 
h * Exp (b) E A [ [ T]]. Then multiplying we get g * Exp (a) * h * Exp (b) E A [ CT]], and 
rearranging the left-hand side we get (g * h) * (Exp (a) * Exp (b)) = 
G*Exp(u+b)~A[[T]]withG=g*h~B[T].Itfollowsnowby(3.3)thata+bis 
quasisubintegral over A. 
The argument in [4] for showing that the product of quasisubintegral elements is 
quasisubintegral goes through without change. Here we give a slightly different 
argument using the techniques of Section 2. As above it suffices to prove the universal 
case. Hence as in [4, (4.6), (4.7)] let S = Z [xl, . . . , xp,yl, . . . ,yp,z, w], with Xi,yi, Z, w 
indeterminates, yn = zn + I;=‘=, (l)XiZn-i, 6, = w” + I;=1 (l)yiwnPi, and let R = 
a3JnL4%~11 cs. w e must show that zw is quasisubintegral over R. Let 
F(U) = 1 + I;=1 (y)xizmi, G(U) = 1 + CFZ1 (y)yiw-’ and H = F(U)G(U). Writing 
x = (x1, ‘.. rxp), y = (YI, .‘. 3 y,), we have H = H(U,x, y,z, w,(zw)-l) E Q[x,y,z, w, 
(zw)- ‘, U]. Replace the z’s in H that are not paired with w by an independent 
indeterminate z’. (We now get the exact form of Corollary 2.3 since z’, w, zw are 
independent indeterminates.) Now, H(U, x, y,z’, w,(zw)- ‘) E Q [x, y, z’, w, (zw)) ‘, U], 
H(n,x, y,z’, w,(zw)_l) E Z[x, y,z’, w,(zw)_‘1, H(O,x, y,z’, w,(zw))l) = 1, (zw)“H(n,x, 
y, z’, w, (zw)- ‘) E Z [x, y, z’, w, zw] and (zw)“H(n, x, y, z, w, (zw)) ‘) = ~~6, E R for n 2 1. 
Therefore by 2.3, zw is quasisubintegral over R. Now, let A c B be an extension of 
commutative rings, and let a, b E B be quasisubintegral over A. Let 
{a” + Cy= 1 (~)c~u~-~}~~ Ir {b” + If’=‘=, (C)dibn-i}, z 1 be systems of subintegrality of 
a, b, respectively. There is obviously no loss of generality in taking the same p for a and 
b. Define a homomorphism rp:S -+ B by V(Z) = U, V(W) = b, Cp(xi) = Ci, Cp(yi) = di. 
Then q(R) c A and the system of subintegrality for zw over R maps to a system of 
subintegrality for ub over A. This completes the proof of 
3.4. Theorem. Let A c B be an extension of commutative rings. Then the set 
A” = {b E B 1 b is quusisubintegrul over A} 
is a subring of B containing A. 
We call A” the quasisubintegral closure of A in B. 
4. The positive characteristic case 
In this section we consider the case of positive characteristic. The idea is, roughly 
speaking, that many of the binomial coefficients are zero in this case, so a system of 
subintegrality for z does not impose as strong a condition on z as in the case of 
characteristic zero. 
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4.1. Theorem. Let q be a positive prime. Then z is a quasisubintegral element in the 
extension F,r[z”] G Fq[z] if and only if n is a power of q. (Here Fq = Z/qZ.) 
First a preliminary lemma: 
4.2. Lemma. If q is prime and i is fixed then (1) mod q is a periodic function of n, with 
period q” ifq”-’ 5 i < q”. 
Proof. We have (a + b)“+q* = (a + b)“(a + b)q’ = (a + b)“(aqS + bq’) (modq) and if 
i < q” then the expansions of (a + b)“aq’ and (a + b)n+qs start out the same up to b’, i.e. 
for i < q” we have (y) = (“‘qs) (modq). 0 
Remark. q” is the exact period, but we do not need this fact here. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that n = qS. Then we can solve the equations (rj =) 
,j + ci= 1 ($izj-i = 0 (1 5 j I n - 1) recursively for cj (1 5 j < n), yielding 
cj = (-2)‘. Then we take c, = 0 so that y,, = z” E Fq[z”]. Take p = n - 1. The peri- 
odicity of the binomial coefficients guarantees that for j > n we have yj = Z”yj_ I (=0 
unless j is a multiple of n) so we have the desired system of subintegrality. 
Conversely, suppose n is not a power of q and we have a system of subintegrality 
yj = zj + If= 1 ({)CiZjpi E Fq[zn] for j 2 1 and some p. If we take s so that q” > p then 
yqs = zq”$Fq[z”], which is a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Let A c B be an extension of commutative rings and suppose A contains 
Fq for some positive prime q. Then z E B is quasisubintegral over A ifand only ifz” E A 
for some power n = qS of q. 
Proof. If z has a system of subintegrality and n = q” > p, then yn = z” E A. Conversely, 
if zn E A for n = q” then z is quasisubintegral over ffq[z”] (c A) by Theorem 4.1. Hence 
z is quasisubintegral over A. 0 
5. Quasisubintegral implies integral 
In this section we prove that quasisubintegral implies integral. Let A c B be an 
extension of commutative rings, and let b E B be quasisubintegral over A. By Theorem 
2.1 it suffices to consider the case N = 1, s = 0. Hence suppose that there exist p E Z+ 
and cl, . . . ,C~E B such that a,,:= b” + I:=‘=, (l)cib”-iE A for n 2 1. If we set 
g(T) = 1 + Cf=‘=, CiT’ E B[T] and f(T) = 1 + xi, 1 aiT’ then as in (3.3) we have 
g * Exp (b) =f Applying * Exp (- b) to both sides we obtain g = f * Exp (- b). Com- 
paring the coefficients of T” (n > p) on both sides we obtain that b satisfies the 
equations of integral dependence 
(5.1) b” + CyCI (-l)‘(l)aibnPi = 0, n > p. 
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Furthermore, if Eqs. (5.1) are satisfied for some p and some ai E A, i 2 1, then by 
reversing the above argument and applying (3.3) we conclude that b is quasisubinte- 
gral over A, with system of subintegrality {b” + If= 1 (~)cibnpi}, z 1, where the ci are 
defined by 
(1 + aiT + azT2 + . ..)*Exp(-b) = 1 + clT + c2T2 + ... + c,TP, 
equivalently c, = (- l)“(b” + IF=‘=, (- l)‘(~)a&‘-‘} (1 I n I p). Thus quasisubinte- 
grality is equivalent to an infinite collection of equations of integral dependence. We 
now show that a finite number of equations of integral dependence of this type suffice. 
Suppose there exist elements nl, . _ _ , uzp+ 1 E A such that Eqs. (5.1) are satisfied for 
p + 1 I ii I 2~ + 1. Define Cj = (-l)‘(b’ + Cf=, (-l)‘({)uiP’) E B for 1 5 j 5 p. 
Then 
(5.2) (1 + c,T +czT2 + ... +cpTP)*Exp(b) = 
On the other hand, we have 
(5.3) (1 + uIT + u2T2 + ... + u2p+1T2P+1)*Exp(-b) 
= 1 + c,T + czT2 + ... + cpTP + O(T2P+2): 
which gives 
(5.4) (1 + ciT + czT2 + ... + cpTP)*Exp(b) 
= 1 + u,T + ... + u~~+~T~~+’ + 0(T2P+‘). 
Comparing the right sides of (5.2) and (5.4) we get b” + IF=1 (‘i’)cibn-i = a, E A for 
1 I n I 2p + 1. Therefore b is quasisubintegral over A by Theorem 2.1. 
Our result can now be stated as 
Theorem 5.5. Let A c B be an extension of commutative rings. Then b E B is 
quusisubintegrul over A if and only if there exist a, E A (1 5 i 5 2~ + 1) such that 
Eqs. (5.1) are satisjied for p + 1 I n 5 2p + 1. If we define c, by c, = 
(- l)“(b” + C;=I (- l)‘(l)aib”-‘) (1 I n I p) then we have a system of subintegrality 
{b” + Cr=‘=, (:)cib”-i},, 1. 
Theorem 5.5 gives an “internal” characterization of quasisubintegrality (subinte- 
grality in the case of Q-algebras) compared to (1.2.1) in that the Ui are in A rather than 
in B. We also remark that the requirement for more than one equation of integral 
dependence is not surprising in that the prototypal example of a quasisubintegral 
element (p = 0, b” = a, E A for II 2 N) should be viewed as N equations of integral 
dependence b” - a, = 0, N I n I 2N - 1. 
It is also of interest to find equations of integral dependence in the case N > 1. 
Suppose that in an extension of commutative rings A E B we have b E B such that 
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u,, := b” + CfZ1 (l)cibnei E A for n 2 N. Consider the equations 
(5.6) CjbN+i-j=UN+i (OIiIP). 
The coefficient matrix M := ( N+i j )o s is p, 0 s j I: p (taking co = 1) has determinant one 
by the discussion after [3, (4.10)]. Multyplying the ith equation of (5.6) by bP-’ 
(0 I i I p) and “expanding det (M) along the first column” we obtain an equation of 
integral dependence bN+J’ = Cr= o c~~+~d;b~-~, where di = (- l)i (determinant of the 
matrix obtained by deleting the zero column and the ith row from M), 0 I i I p. We 
leave it to the reader to check that in fact 
If N = 1 this formula yields 
and 
bP+‘+ i (-I)‘+’ 
i=O 
al+ibP-i = bP+’ + 
as obtained previously. 
6. Weak subintegrality and quasisubintegrality are equivalent 
Let A c B be an extension of commutative rings, and let A” be the quasisubintegral 
closure of A in B. Call the extension A E B quasisubintegral if A” = B. 
For a prime ideal P of A, let k(P) denote the residue field at P, i.e. k(P) = Ap/PAp. 
6.1. Lemma. (1) Afield extension is quasisubintegral if and only ifit is purely insepar- 
able. 
(2) If A E B is quasisubintegrul and I is an ideal of B then A/(AnI) 5 B/I is 
quasisubintegrul. 
(3) If A c B is quasisubintegrul and S is a multiplicative subset of A then 
S-lA E S- ‘B is quasisubintegrul. 
(4) If S is a multiplicative subset of A then S-‘A” = (S-lA)“, where the right side is 
the quusisubintegral closure of S- ’ A in S- 'B. 
(5) If A E B is quasisubintegrul and P is a prime ideal of B then the residue field 
extension k(AnP) c k(P) is quusisubintegral, hence purely inseparable. 
Proof. (1) In characteristic zero the fields contain Q in which case quasisubinte- 
grality is the same as subintegrality, and clearly a field extension is subintegral if and 
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only if it is the trivial extension. In positive characteristic the assertion follows from 
Theorem 4.3. 
(2) is immediate from the definition. 
(3) If b E B and s E S then b/l and l/s ( E S-‘I?) are both quasisubintegral over 
S ‘A. Therefore so is b/s, since the elements of S’B quasisubintegral over S- ‘A 
form a ring. 
(4) The inclusion S-IA” E (S-i,)” is immediate from (3). To prove the other 
inclusion, let x E (S’A)” and let (x” + Cy= 1 (y)cixnpi }n z 1 be a system of subintegra- 
lity for x over S-‘A. We can choose s E S such that x = b/s and ci = di/s’ with 
b,ci E B. Then X” + I?= 1 (4)cixnmi = (b” + Cr= 1 (~)dib”-i)/Y’. Considering the finitely 
many elements 
we can choose t E S such that 
(tb)” + i ” 
0 i=l c 
(t’di)(tb)“-‘= t” b + 1 ( n i~~(l)d,h”-i)~A for lIn12p+l. 
Thus tb satisfies (1.2.2f). So tb E A” by Theorem 2.1, whence x E S-IA”. 
(5) By (2) A/AnP c B/P is quasisubintegral. Let S be the multiplicative set of 
nonzero elements in A/An P. Then S- ‘(A/AnP) _c S- ‘(B/P) is quasisubintegral by 
(3). But S-‘(A/AnP) = k(AnP) and S-‘(B/P) = k(P)(S-‘(B/P) is a field since it is 
integral over the field S-‘(A/AnP), and is all of k(P) since it contains B/P). The 
result now follows from (1). 0 
6.2. Lemma. Let m E Z and d, k E N. Then d2k-1(mld) E Z. 
Proof. Let f= 1 + blT + b2T2 + ... EQ[[T]], and assume that ~“EZ[[T]]. 
The coefficient of Tk in f” is of the form dbk + C p(il, . . . ,ik_ ,)b’;’ ... bt:‘, 
with p(il,...,ik_i)Ez and C:i:jij=k. By induction if we let A(k) 
= 1 +rnax(CiIi ij/z(j)), where the maximum is taken over all (il,...,ik_,) 
such that C!zl jij = k, then d ‘(k)bk E Z. We claim that ;l(k) = 2k - 1. This is easy, 
since by induction 1 i$( j ) = 1 ij(2j - 1) = 2 1 jij - C ij = 2k - 1 ij I 2k - 2 with 
equality at (l,O, . . . , 0,l) if k > 2 and at (2) if k = 2. This proves that E,(k) = 2k - 1. 
The lemma follows now by applying this result to .f = (1 + T)m’d = 
Ck&?*)Tkm q 
Although the above result suffices for our purposes, we can give a precise bound on 
the power of d needed to bring (“‘/*) into Z. This is described in the proof of the 
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following lemma: 
6.3. Lemma. Let n, d,c E Z with GCD(c,d) = 1 and let k E N. 
(1) Let 
(nd - c)((n - 1)d - c) . ..((n - k + 1)d - c) 
a= 
k! 
Then there exists a nonnegative integer v(d, k), depending only upon d and k, such that 
v(d, k) I k - 1 and dvCdVk)a E Z. 
(2) &‘(d,W+k EZ. 
Proof. (1) Note that the factors in the numerator of a (as written in (1)) are each 
obtained from the preceding by subtracting d. For an arbitrary integer I and prime q, 
let v&r) be the largest power of q that divides r. Then v,(k!) = 
LWc+U+ LWf)J + a.-- If q does not divide d then the congruence classes of 
(0, d, 2d, 3d, . . . } mod qi cycle through the elements of Z/q’h so every (qi)th factor of 
the numerator of a is divisible by qi (i 2 1). From this it follows that q to exponent 
vq(k!) divides the numerator of a. (We are not sure where this enumeration starts, so 
we do not know the exact value of vq (numerator).) If q divides d then q does not divide 
the numerator of a (as written in (1)). Therefore a can be written in the form (a’/d’) 
where a’ E Z and r is the smallest integer such that v,(8) 2 v,(k!) for all primes 
q dividing d, and this is the smallest power of d that will do. We let v(d, k) = Y. Now, 
v,(k!) is largest when q = 2 and 
v,(k!)=l;j +l$j +[;I + ... <;+;+$+ ... Sk 
showing that v(d, k) s k - 1. 
(2) This follows from (1) by noting that a = dk(“-Lid). 17 
The next result is a simplification of [l, Theorem 2.21. 
6.4. Theorem (A special case of transitivity of quasisubintegrality). Let b E B. Ifthere 
exist a positive prime q and a positive integer r coprime to q such that bq, qb’ E A” then 
b E A”. 
Proof. We consider first the following generic case: p 2 1, S’ = 
zC{xi,Yji}l~jl;q-l,l*i~p, Z], Wj = (qZ’)j, O(n) = (2’)” + Cf=l (y)Xi(Zq)nmi, Tj(n) = 
WY + Cf= 1 (l)yjiWjnpi, and R’ = Z[{o(n),rj(n)}l <j<q-l,n> 11. Let L = 4p - 1. Then 
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by Lemma 6.2, qL( -ilq) E Z and qL( -‘pPqpTiP1 ) E Z for 0 I k < 2p. Let M = 2L + 
(q - l)(l + 2qp). Let G(U) = 1 + I;=1 (Y)x~(z~))~, so that a(n) = zqnG(n), and let 
G’(U) = ((-l)(q-l(;I;))IG(U,q). 
Then G’(U) E Q[U,xr, . . . ,xP,z -‘I and G’(0) = 1. We claim that zmG’(m) E R’ for 
m$O.Ifm=qnwithn~N then 
Now, suppose q does not divide m and m 2 r(q - 1). Then since r is coprime to q, there 
is a unique j, l<j<q-1, such that m=qn+rj with nEZ+. Writing 
H(U) = 1 + CF=‘=, (Y)yjiw,‘i for this j (SO that rj(n) = wj”H(n)), we have the equality 
(6.4.1) G(n - rjX)H(l + qX) = 2 x,(X)G(n - rjk)H(l + qk), 
k=O 
where zk(X) E Q [X] is the polynomial of degree 2p such that xk(k) = 1 and nk(j ) = 0 
if j # k, 0 I j, k I 2p. The two sides of (6.4.1) agree because they are polynomials of 
degree 12~ in the indeterminate X, with coefficients in the integral domain 
QC{xi~Yji}~z-‘l~ and agree at the 2p + 1 values (0, 1, . . . ,2p} of X. Letting 
X = - l/q in (6.4.1), we get 
(6.4.2) G(m/q) = G(n + rj/q) = 3 xk( - l/q)G(n - rjk)H(l + qk). 
k=O 
Since q is a prime not dividing m, it is checked easily that q divides (:I:). Write 
(- l)(q- “(YZ:) = I,q with 1, E Z. The interpolating polynomial r&(X) equals 
(-1) zp-k(;)(x&jl). Therefore r&-l/q) = /&q-= with & E z. Let v(k) = 
(q - l)(l + 2qp) - j(1 + qk). Then v(k) 2 0 for 0 I k I 2p. Now, multiplying (6.4.2) 
by z” and remembering that M = 2L + (q - l)(l + 2qp), we get 
zmG’(m) = (&,,q)“z”G(m/q) 
= (A,q)” 2 ,ukq-2L(zq)(“-rjk)G(n - rjk)z’“’ +qk)H(l + qk) 
k=O 
=(Amq)M F pkq-2L(z4)(n-rjk)G(n _ rjk)q~j(l+4k)WS1'qk)H(1 + qk) 
k=O 
= 1: g pk(z’J)(“-‘jk)G(n _ rjk)q”(k)wy ‘qk)H(l + qk) 
k=O 
= 1: 3 pkc(n - rjk)qvCk’rj(l + qk) E R’ 
k=O 
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if m>>O (which ensures that n - rjk 2 0). This proves our claim that z*G’(m) E R’ for 
m>>O. Next, we show that G’(n) E Z[xI, . . . ,xp, z - ‘1 for every n 2 1. This is clear if 
q divides n. Otherwise, q divides (I_:) as noted above. Therefore by Lemma 6.2, 
((-1)‘4-1)(~_:))M(n~q) E H for 1 I i 5 p whence G’(n) E Z[xl, . . ..xP.z-l]. Now, by 
Corollary 2.3, z is quasisubintegral over R’. (The A of Corollary 2.3 is R’ of this 
theorem, B is 5’ and xi and ci of Corollary 2.3 are equal, as are b and z.) This settles the 
generic case. The given case is deduced by specializing in the usual manner. By 
assumption b4, qb’ are quasisubintegral over A, whence so are bq, qb’, (qb’)2, .. . , 
(qb’)“-l. Let 
1 <j I q - 1, be systems of subintegrality of these elements over A. We can choose 
a common p 2 1 by taking the largest. Define a ring homomorphism cp :S’ + B by 
q(z) = b, q(xi) = ci and q(yji) = dji. This maps R’ into A and we conclude that b is 
quasisubintegral over A. 0 
6.5. Corollary. Let b E B. If b2, b3 E A” or bq,qb E A” for some positive prime q then 
b E A”. 
Proof. These are special cases of the above theorem, the first with q = 2, Y = 3 and the 
secondwithq=q,r=l. 0 
6.6 Corollary. Subintegrality implies quasisubintegrality. 
Proof. By repeated application of Corollary 6.5, an extension of A obtained by a finite 
sequence of elementary subintegral extensions is quasisubintegral. A subintegral 
extension is the union of such extensions, hence is quasi-subintegral. 0 
6.7. Corollary. Let A” E C = A”[c] be an elementary subintegral extension or an 
elementary weakly subintegral extension with C E B. Then C = A”. 
Proof. In either case c E A” by Corollary 6.5. 0 
6.8. Theorem (Quasisubintegrality = weak subintegrality). For an extension A E B of 
commutative rings, the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The extension A E B is quasisubintegral. 
(2) The extension AP E BP is quasisubintegral for every P E Spec(A). 
(3) The extension A s B is weakly subintegral. 
Proof. (1) o (2): The implication (1) =S (2) is immediate from Lemma 6.1(3). Given 
(2), let P be a prime ideal of A. Then BP = (A,,)” by assumption and (Ar)” = (A”)r by 
Lemma 6.1(4). Thus BP = (A”)r for every P E Spec(A) whence B = A”. 
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(1) *(3): The extension A G B is integral by Theorem 5.5 whence 
cp :Spec(B) -+ Spec(A) is surjective. To prove the injectivity of cp, let P, Q be prime 
ideals of B such that AnP = AnQ. By symmetry, it is enough to prove that P c Q. 
Suppose b E P, b$Q. Let b” + Cr=‘=, (y)cib”-’ E A for all n 2 1. For n 2 p + 1 put 
U, = bP + CfzI (T)cib’-‘. Then bnmPa,, = b” + CFzI (l)cib”-i E AnP = AnQ. There- 
fore, since b$ Q, we get a, E Q. The coefficient matrix ((1)) of the system of p + 1 
equations bP + Cf= 1 (l)cibPmi = a,, p + 1 I n I 2p + 1, is easily seen to have deter- 
minant 1. Therefore, we can solve these equations over B, getting in particular bP E Q, 
a contradiction. This proves the injectivity, hence bijectivity, of cp. The residue field 
extensions are purely inseparable by Lemma 6.1(5). 
(3) * (1): Assume that A G B is weakly subintegral. By remarks at the beginning of 
the paper the extension A” E B is weakly subintegral. Therefore by [6, Lemma 41 if 
A” # B then there would exist an elementary weakly subintegral or elementary 
subintegral extension A” E C with C G B and C # A”. But this is not possible in view 
of Corollary 6.7. This proves that A” = B. 0 
6.9. Corollary. Quasisubintegrality is transitive, i.e. if A E B E C are extensions of 
commutative rings and A E B and B G C are quasisubintegral then A G C is quasisubinte- 
gral. 
Proof. Immediate from the above theorem, since weak subintegrality is obviously 
transitive. 0 
We have also been able to give a direct proof that quasisubintegrality is transi- 
tive. 
6.10. Theorem, Let A c B be an extension of commutative rings and let b E B. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) b is weakly subintegral over A (as de$ned in (1.1.2)). 
(2) b satisfies any of the (equivalent) conditions (1.2. *). 
(3) b satisfies Condition 1.3. 
Proof. For (1) o (2) apply Theorem 6.8 to the extension A G A[b]. The equivalence 
(2) o (3) was proved in Theorem 5.5. 0 
6.11. Theorem. Let A c B be an extension of commutative rings. Then iA is the set of 
all elements of B satisfying the equivalent conditions of Theorem 6.10. In particular, 
A G B is weakly subintegral ifand only ifevery element of B satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 6.10. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition and Theorem 6.10. 0 
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6.12. Example. If 4 = 2, r = 3 then Theorem 6.4 says that if b2, 2b3 E A”, then b E A”. 
This is stronger than saying that if b’, b3 E A”, then b E A”. However, to facilitate 
comparison with [4], we illustrate the latter implication. Hence consider the generic 
case for z2, z3. Namely, let S’ = Z [xl, . . . , xP, y,, . . . , y,, z] and R” = Z [ {o(n), r’(n)},, 2 1] 
where o(n) = (z’)” + CyE’=l (~)xi(z2)n-i and z’(n) = (z3)” + I:=‘=, (y)yi(z3)“-i are gen- 
eric systems of subintegrality for z2 and z3 over R”. To apply Theorem 6.4 we convert 
this to a system of subintegrality for z2 and 2z3. Define r(n) = 2?‘(n) = w” + 
If= 1 (l)yi2iWn-i where w = 2z3. Then a(n) and z(n) are systems of subintegrality for z2 
and 2z3 respectively over R’ = Z[(o(n), z(n)}, Z 1] (and also over R”). The subscript 
j in Theorem 6.4 is omitted since we only havej = 1. In the notation of Theorem 6.4 
we now have G(U) = 1 + If=‘=, (y)Xi(z2)-i and H(U) = 1 + Cf=‘=, (y)yi2iw-i. Let 
m 2 3 be odd and write m = 2n + 3. Then (6.4.2) multiplied by z”’ becomes 
a(m/2) = z”G(m/2) 
= .zO 7~-1/2)z~~-~~G(n - 3k)2-‘-2k(2z3)1+2kH(1 + 2k) 
= kgc,(-l/2)o(n - 3k)z(l + 2k)2-‘-2k 
= ,zO r&(-1,2)+ - 3k)r’(1 + 2k), 
which is the same as obtained in the discussion of [4, pp. 264-2651 where we were 
working Only over Q. We have $(-l/2) E (1/22L)i? for some positive integer 
L (L = 4p - 1 suffices by Lemma 6.2) so 22L+‘+4pzmG(m/2) E R’ (so long as 
n- 3k 2 0 for 01 k -<2p, or equivalently m 2 12~ + 3). Then we can take 
G’(U) = (1 - LJ)’ +2L+4P G( U/2), and we have G’(0) = 1, z*G’(m) E S’ for m 2 2p, and 
z”G’(m) E R’ for m 2 12p + 3. By Corollary 2.3, z is then quasisubintegral over R’. If 
we were satisfied to get z quasisubintegral over the bigger ring R” we could replace 
1 + 2L + 4p by 2L. For specific p the actual systems of subintegrality can be easily 
worked out using one’s favourite computer algebra system by following the discussion 
of Section 2. For example, let p = 1. Then the formula above becomes 
cr(m/2) = y-a(n)z’(l) - sa(n - 3)2’(3) + io(, - 6)r’(5) (m = 2n + 3), 
The largest power of 2 in the denominator is 23 = 8 and if we take 
G’(U) = (1 - U)3G(U/2) then we have z”G’(m) E R” for all n 2 6 (equivalently 
m 2 15) so z is quasisubintegral over R” by Corollary 2.3 (actually 4p - 1 = 3 here, so 
the estimate of 2L with L = 4p - 1 used above is not sharp). We have 
y(m) := zmG’(m) = (1 - m)“o(m/2) = (1 - m)3(zm + (m/2)xlz”-2) which can be 
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rearranged, as in the proof of Corollary 2.3, to obtain 
y(m) = zm - (7) ZZm-r - ($Y - (I;L)(6z3 + 9x1z)zm-3 
109 
- 
which is a system of subintegrality for z over R" with N = 15, p = 4, cl = - z, 
c2 = - x1, c3 = - (6z3 + 9x1z), c4 = - 12z2x1 (yr has cancelled, but is still needed in 
the Y’S that occur in the expression for y(m) as an element of R" if m is odd). If we want 
to reduce N to 1 we can take (1 - m)3 w(m)cr(m/2) where w is the polynomial of degree 
14 such that w(0) = 1, and w(i) = 0 (1 I i I 14) but at the cost of making p = 18. 
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